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Background

A number of modern language technology / natural language processing / 
computational linguistic methods dealing with meaning are more or less based on 
context vectors extracted from big sets of text data.

The idea is that more similar the vectors of two words are, the more their usage in 
language is alike and the more they are used alike, the more their meaning is 
alike.
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Background

A number of modern language technology / natural language processing / 
computational linguistic methods dealing with meaning are more or less based on 
context vectors extracted from big sets of text data.

The idea is that more similar the vectors of two words are, the more their usage in 
language is alike and the more they are used alike, the more their meaning is 
alike.

LDA, LSA, Word2Vec, GloVe etc..For these methods to become really useful for linguists, better understanding of 
relation between vector similarity and relatedness of meaning, is needed.



Background

Definition of context 
alters the nature of semantic relatedness encoded by context vectors:
Documents, collocations, n-grams, skip-grams…

Retaining syntactic information
Is there semantics in syntax?

Compounding 
How do compounding and other word formation strategies in languages relate to 
all this?



Workflow

I) Build a term-context vectors from text data for specific parameters

II) Calculate pairwise similarities between the vectors

III) Examine similarity data

IV) Repeat



Bottle necks in workflow

I) Build a term-context vectors from text data for specific parameters

- The data comes from Language Bank (Newspaper Collection of National 
Library or Suomi24)

- Query the vectors one by one from the KORP-API (thousands of vectors, 
100+ hrs)
OR

- Query a sample text data set from KORP and build the matrix locally (KORP 
does not really well support this, building the matrices also takes many hours)



Bottle necks in workflow

II) Calculate pairwise similarities between the vectors

- Does not take more than a second or so, but 10 000 * 10 000 / 2 pairwise 
distances...



Workflow

III) Examine similarity data

- This is just fun and lot of tools and services and libraries available for 
vizualisation and statistical analysis

- Using my own data and transparent simple scripts allows me to go back to 
original matrix and see what kinds contexts seem to be the most significant 
for observed similarity and whether these contexts are useful



Workflow

IV) Repeat

Aargh...



Resources

- KORP API
- Pilot virtual server project with University of Helsinki IT Services in last Spring
- My laptop



Resources I could use

1) Easier access to data
2) Some mid-low level computing resources
3) Help / advice / education on how to make my code run parallel



Resources I could be used by linguists applying word space stuff data 
oriented approaches

1) Easier access to data
a) A lot of linguistic research is quite highly context sensitive: word space models of specific 

genres, registers, periods, discourses etc.
b) Generating specific text data sets would require, besides API or such, good access to 

metadata
2) Some mid-low level computing resources

a) The computational tasks are not that big, nearly trivial in terms of supercomputing, but still 
frustratingly big to run completely locally

3) Help / advice / education on how to make my code run parallel
a) For benefitting from heavier computation resources, this is obviously a must


